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Abstract. Sentiment analysis over social streams offers governments and organisations a fast and effective way to monitor the publics’ feelings towards policies, brands, business, etc. General purpose sentiment lexicons have been used to compute sentiment from social streams, since they are simple and effective. They calculate the overall sentiment of texts by using a general collection of words, with predetermined sentiment orientation and strength. However, words’ sentiment often vary with the contexts in which they appear, and new words might be encountered that are not covered by the lexicon, particularly in social media environments where content emerges and changes rapidly and constantly. In this paper, we propose a lexicon adaptation approach that uses contextual as well as semantic information extracted from DBPedia to update the words’ weighted sentiment orientations and to add new words to the lexicon. We evaluate our approach on three different Twitter datasets, and show that enriching the lexicon with contextual and semantic information improves sentiment computation by 3.4% in average accuracy, and by 2.8% in average F1 measure.
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1. Introduction

Sentiment analysis on social media, and particularly on Twitter, has gained much attention in recent years. Twitter offers a platform where users often express their opinions and attitudes towards a great variety of topics, offering governments and organisations a fast and effective way to monitor the publics’ feelings towards their brand, business, policies, etc.

However, sentiment analysis over social media data poses new challenges due to the typical ill-formed syntactical and grammatical structures of such content [30]. Although different type of approaches have been proposed in the last few years to extract sentiment over this type of data, Lexicon-based approaches have gained popularity because, as opposed to Machine Learning approaches, they do not require the use of training data, which is often expensive and/or impractical to obtain. These approaches use general-purpose sentiment lexicons (sets of words with associated sentiment scores) to compute the sentiment of a text regardless of its domain or context [4,21,35,14]. However, a word’s sentiment may vary according to the context in which the word is used [36]. For example, the word great conveys different sentiment when associated with the word problem than with the word smile. Therefore, the performance of these lexicons may drop when used to analyse sentiment over specific domains or contexts.

Some works have attempted to address this problem by generating domain-specific lexicons from scratch [2,9,19,17], which tends to be costly, especially when applied to dynamic and generic microblog data (e.g.,
Others opted for extending popular lexicons to fit new domains [8,16,31,15]. Automatic adaptation of existing lexicons not only reduces the burden of creating a new lexicon, but also ensures that the words’ sentiment and weights, generated and tested during the construction of existing lexicons, are taken into consideration as basis for adaptation [8,24].

In addition, while some approaches have made use of semantic information to generate general purpose sentiment lexicons [6], little attention has been given to the use of semantic information as a resource to perform sentiment lexicon adaptation. Our hypothesis is that semantics can help to better capture the domain or context for which the lexicon is being adapted, thus aiming to contribute towards a more informed calculation of words’ sentiment weights. For example, the context of the word “Ebola” in “Ebola continues spreading in Africa!” does not indicate a clear sentiment for the word. However, “Ebola” is associated with the semantic type (concept) “Virus/Disease”, which suggests that the sentiment of “Ebola” is likely to be negative.

In this paper, we propose a general method to adapt sentiment lexicons to any given domain or context, where context is defined by a collection of microblog posts (Tweets). A key novelty of our method is that it does not only captures the domain context (contextual or distributional semantics), it also introduces the use of conceptual semantics, i.e., semantics extracted from background ontologies such as DBpedia. In performing our study we make the following contributions:

1. We introduce a generic, unsupervised, method for adapting existing sentiment lexicons to given domains and contexts, defined by a collection of microblog posts (Tweets)
2. We propose two methods for semantically-enriching the lexicon adaptation method: (i) enrichment with the semantic concepts of words, and (ii) enrichment based on the semantic relations between words in tweets
3. We study three lexicon adaptation techniques: updating the words’ sentiment weights, expanding the lexicon with new words, and the combination of both
4. We evaluate our context-based lexicon adaptation method over three Twitter datasets, and show an average, statistically significant, improvement of 3.4% in accuracy, and 2.8% in F1, against the baseline methods
5. We investigate the impact of the proposed semantic-enrichment approaches on the lexicon adaptation performance. We show that enrichment with semantic concepts, when used for updating the words’ sentiment weights in the lexicon, increases performance slightly over the context-based method by 0.27% and 0.25%, in accuracy and F1 respectively. Enrichment based on the semantic relations between entities in tweets brings 4.12% and 3.12% gain in accuracy and F1 when used for expanding the lexicon with new opinionated words, in comparison with lexicon expanding without semantic enrichment
6. We investigate the impact of dataset imbalance when using lexicons for calculating tweet-level sentiment and show that our adapted lexicons have higher tolerance to imbalanced datasets

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. Our method for sentiment lexicon adaptation and its semantic enrichment is presented in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Experimental setup and results are presented in Sections 5 and 6 respectively. Section 7 covers discussion and future work. Conclusions are reported in Section 8.

2. Related Work

General purpose sentiment lexicons (MPQA[21], SentiWordNet[1], Thelwall-lexicon[34], Nielsen-Lexicon[21]) have been traditionally used in the literature to determine the overall sentiment of texts. These lexicons capture a selection of popular words and their associated weighted sentiment orientations, without considering the domain, topic, or context where the lexicons are being used. However, a word’s associated sentiment may vary according to the context in which the word is used [36]. To address this problem multiple works have emerged in recent years to: (i) create domain-specific lexicons or, (ii) adapt existing lexicons to specific domains.

Most of existing works belong to the first category, where approaches have been proposed to develop sentiment lexicons tailored for specific domains [2,9,16,19,31,17]. Works like [2,17,31] propose the use of bootstrapping methods for building sentiment lexicons. These methods use seed sets of subjective words [2,31], dictionaries [2,19], domain-specific corpora [2,16,9,19], training data from related domains [17], ratings [19] and graph-based formalisms [31] to identify words and to induce sentiment weights.

Recently, several works were focused on the development of domain-specific sentiment lexicons for social
media [7,10]. To infer words and sentiment weights these approaches make use of linguistic and statistical features from tweets [10], including emoticons [15]. It is important to highlight that the informality of the language used in this type of data makes building domain-specific sentiment lexicons a more difficult task.

Rather than creating domain-specific sentiment lexicons, several approaches have proposed methods for adapting existing, well-known lexicons, to specific domains [8,24,28]. As previously mentioned, lexicon adaptation not only reduces the burden of creating lexicons from scratch, but also supplements the process with a collection of pre-existing words and their sentiment orientations and weights. Note that the lexicon adaptation problem is different in nature to the problem of domain adaptation for sentiment classifiers [11,22]. Creating sentiment classifiers requires the use of training data (labelled, in the case of supervised classification [22], or unlabelled, in the case of unsupervised learning [11]). Classifiers generated with training data from one domain tend to lower their performance when tested on data from a different domain. In this scenario, domain adaptation is usually needed and classifiers are adapted by adding, discarding or modifying features based on new training data. As opposed to these works, we focus on the problem of sentiment lexicon adaptation.

While the majority of work on lexicon adaptation focuses on conventional text, lexicon adaptation for social media data is still in its infancy. One very recent work in this line [15] has focused on updating the sentiment of neutral words in SentiWordNet. In addition to this work, we not only adapt sentiment weights, but also study the extraction and addition of new terms not provided in the original lexicon [28]. This is potentially useful in the case of social media data, where new terms and abbreviations constantly emerge. Note that, in line with the work of Lu and colleagues [19], our proposed lexicon adaptation method is not restricted to domain-adaptation, but rather considers a more fine-grained context adaptation, where the context is defined by a collection of posts. Moreover, our approach does not make use of training data to adapt the lexicon.

Another novelty of our approach with respect to previous works, is the use of conceptual semantics, i.e. semantics extracted from ontologies such as DBPedia, to adapt sentiment lexicons. Our hypothesis is that conceptual semantics can help to better capture the domain for which the lexicon is being adapted, by enabling the discovery of relevant concepts and semantic relations between terms. The extraction of these concepts and relations (e.g., knowing that “Ebola” is an entity appearing within the tweet collection, and that it is associated with the semantic type (concept) “Virus/Disease”) facilitates a better enrichment of the context and provides a higher term relationship coverage for the calculation of sentiment weights. Capturing the relationships among terms helps inferring the sentiment influence that terms have on one another within the context.
3. Context-based Lexicon Adaptation

The main principle behind lexicon adaptation is that the sentiment of a term is not as static as given in general-purpose sentiment lexicons, but it rather depends on the context in which the term is used [29]. In this section we present our method for adapting sentiment lexicons based on words’ context in tweets.

The pipeline of our proposed context-based lexicon adaptation method consists of two main steps, as depicted in Figure 1(a). First, given a tweet collection and a general-purpose sentiment lexicon, our approach detects the context of each word in the tweet collection and uses it to extract the word’s contextual sentiment. Secondly, a set of rules are applied to amend the prior sentiment of terms in the lexicon based on their corresponding contextual sentiment. Both steps are further detailed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The semantic enrichment of this pipeline is described in Section 4. Conceptual semantics are used to enrich the context or domain in which the words are used with the aim of enabling a better interpretation of this context.

3.1. Word’s Contextual Sentiment

The first step in our pipeline is to extract the contextual sentiment of terms (i.e., sentiment extracted based on a word’s context) in a given tweet collection. This step consists of: (i) capturing the context in which the word occurs, and (ii) computing the word’s contextual sentiment. A common method for capturing the word’s context is by looking at its co-occurrence patterns with other terms in the text. The underlying principle behind this method comes from the distributional semantic hypothesis: \(^1\) words that are used and occur in the same contexts tend to purport similar meanings [13,38]. For example, the word “great”, when occurs in the context “smile”, denotes a different meaning than when it occurs within the context “pain” and “loss”. Such context variations of the word often affect its sentiment: “great” with “smile” indicates a positive sentiment, while “great” with “pain” indicates a negative one.

Several approaches have been built and used for extracting the words’ contextual sentiment following the above principle [37,18]. In this paper, we use the SentiCircle approach [27], which similarly to other frequency-based approaches, it detects the context of a term from its co-occurrence patterns with other terms in tweets. In particular, the context for each term \(t\) in a tweet collection \(T\) is represented as a vector \(\vec{c} = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_n)\) of terms that occur with \(t\) in any tweet in \(T\). The contextual sentiment of \(t\) is then extracted by first transforming the term vector \(c\) into a 2d circle representation, and then extracting the geometric median of the points (context terms) within the circle. The position of the median within the circle represents the overall contextual sentiment of \(t\). This simple technique has proven effective in calculating contextual sentiment [27].

Figure 2 depicts the representation and extraction of the contextual sentiment of the term “great” by the SentiCircle approach. First, given a tweet collection \(T\), the target term \(m_{great}\) is represented as a vector \(\vec{c}_{great} = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_n)\) of terms co-occurring with term \(m\) in any tweet in \(T\) (e.g., “pain”, “loss”, ..., “death”). Secondly, the context vector \(\vec{c}_{great}\) is transformed into a 2d circle representation. The center of the circle represents the target term \(m_{great}\) and points within the circle denote the context terms of \(m_{great}\).

The position \((x_{ci}, y_{ci})\) of each context term \(c_i \in \vec{c}_{great}\) is defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{ci} &= r_i \cos \theta_i \\
    y_{ci} &= r_i \sin \theta_i
\end{align*}
\]

Where the angle \(\theta_i\) represents the prior sentiment of the context term \(c_i\), multiplied by \(\pi\), and it is obtained from the lexicon to be adapted. The radius \(r_i\) represents co-occurrence frequency between \(c_i\) and the target term \(m_{great}\) and it is computed based on the TF-IDF weighting scheme as follows:

\[
r_i = \text{corr}(m_{great}, c_i) = f(c_i, m_{great}) \times \log \frac{N}{N_{c_i}}
\]

where \(f(c_i, m_{great})\) is the number of times \(c_i\) occurs with \(m_{great}\) in tweets, \(N\) is the total number of terms, and \(N_{c_i}\) is the total number of terms that occur with \(c_i\).

Based on the SentiCircle representation, terms with positive prior sentiment are positioned on the upper half of the circle (e.g., please) and terms with negative prior sentiment are positioned in the lower half (e.g., pain, loss). Term co-concurrence determines the distance (i.e., radius) of these terms with respect to the origin. Thirdly, the geometric median \(G\) of the SentiCircle of “Great” is computed (\(-4\) in our example), which constitutes the contextual sentiment of the term.\(^2\)

\(^1\)Also known as Statistical Semantics [39]

\(^2\)We refer the reader to the body of [27] for more details about the SentiCircle approach.
Fig. 2. Illustrative example of extracting the contextual sentiment of the word great from a tweet collection and adapting Thelwall-Lexicon with the new extracted sentiment respectively. Red dot in the SentiCircle represents the geometric median $G$ of the context points in the circle.

In the following subsection we describe how to adapt the sentiment lexicon using the contextual sentiment extracted in this step.

The reasons for using SentiCircle for extracting terms’ contextual sentiment are threefold. First, unlike other approaches, SentiCircle is built for social media data, and specifically for Twitter data [27]. Secondly, it enables detecting not only the contextual sentiment orientation of words (i.e., positive, negative, neutral), but also the words’ contextual sentiment strength (e.g., negative(-3), positive(+4)). This in turn allows for better fine-tuning and adaptation of the sentiment of words in the lexicon. Thirdly, SentiCircle, as explained above, relies on simple, yet effective frequency-based representation of words’ context. This representation is easy to extend and enrich with the conceptual semantics of words, as will be explained in Section 4.

3.2. Rules for Lexicon Adaptation

The second step in our pipeline is to adapt the prior sentiment of terms in a given sentiment lexicon based on the terms’ contextual sentiment information extracted in the previous step. To this end, we propose a general rule-based method to decide on the new sentiment of terms in the lexicon. In the following we give a formal definition of the general purpose sentiment lexicon and its properties, and explain how our proposed method functions on it accordingly.

**General-purpose sentiment lexicon:** is a set of terms $\mathcal{L} = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_n\}$ of fixed size $n$. Each term $t \in \mathcal{L}$ is coupled with a prior sentiment score that is often a numerical value $prior_t \in [-\lambda, -\delta, \delta, \lambda]$, denoting the sentiment orientation and strength of $t$. In particular, $t$ is positive if $prior_t \in (\delta, \lambda]$, negative if $prior_t \in [-\lambda, -\delta)$, and neutral if $prior_t \in [-\delta, \delta]$. $|\delta|$ is the maximum sentiment strength that a term can have. The closer the $prior_t$ is to $\lambda$ the higher the sentiment strength is. $|\delta|$ defines the boundaries of the neutral sentiment range. The values of both, $\lambda$ and $\delta$ depend on the specifications of the studied sentiment lexicon and are defined at the design/construction phase of the lexicon (see section 5.1).

**Lexicon adaptation rules:** our proposed method uses a set of 4 antecedent-consequent rules (Table 1) to decide how to update the prior sentiment of a term ($prior_t$) in a given lexicon with respect to its contextual sentiment (contextual$_t$). As noted in Table 1, these rules are divided into:

- **Updating rules:** for updating only the existing terms in the lexicon. These rules are further divided into rules that deal with terms with the same prior and contextual sentiment orientations (e.g., both, prior$_t$ and contextual$_t$ are positive or negative), and rules that deal with terms that have different prior and contextual sentiment orientations (i.e., prior$_t$ is negative and contextual$_t$ is positive or vice-versa).

- **Expanding rules:** rules for expanding the lexicon with new opinionated terms.

The notion behind the proposed rules is rather simple: For a given term $t \in \mathcal{L}$, check how strong/weak the contextual sentiment (contextual$_t$) is and how strong/weak the prior sentiment (prior$_t$) is → update
prior_t in the lexicon accordingly. As mentioned earlier, contextual_t is obtained as described in Section 3.1 and its value range $[-\lambda, \lambda]$. The threshold $\theta$ is computed as $\theta = |\lambda|/2$ and it is used to determine how strong/weak the sentiment of the term is. If the term does not exist in the lexicon, we add it to the lexicon with its corresponding contextual sentiment.

In Thelwall-Lexicon [35], as will be explained in Section 5.1, $|\lambda| = 5$ and $|\delta| = 1$, i.e., the prior sentiment for the terms in this lexicon is between $[-5, 5]$, and the neutral sentiment range is between $[-1, 1]$. The value of $\theta$ is set up to 3.3

We use the same example depicted in Figure 2 to show how these rules are applied for lexicon adaptation. The word “Great” in Thelwall-Lexicon has a weak positive sentiment ($prior_{great} = +3; |prior_{great}| = 3 \leq \theta$), while its contextual sentiment, as previously explained, is strongly negative ($contextual_{great} = -4; |contextual_{great}| = 4 > \theta$). Therefore, rule number 2 is applied, since the prior and contextual sentiment have different sentiment orientation (i.e., the prior is positive and the contextual is negative). The new prior for the word “Great” will therefore be set up to $-\alpha$. In the case of Thelwall-lexicon $\alpha$ is 1 (i.e., $adaptedprior_{great} = -1$). In the same example in Figure 2, the word “tragedy” is not covered by the Thelwall-Lexicon, and therefore, it has no prior sentiment. However, its contextual sentiment, extracted using the process described in the previous section, is negative (i.e., $contextual_{tragedy} = -3$). In this case rule number 4 is applied and the term is added to the lexicon with a negative sentiment strength of $-3$.

4. Semantic Enrichment for Context-based Lexicon Adaptation

In this section we propose enriching our original context-based adaptation model, described in the previous section, with the conceptual semantics of words in tweets. To this end, we follow two different methodologies: (1) Enriching the adaptation model with the semantic concepts of named-entities extracted from a given tweet collection, Conceptually-enriched Model. (2) Adjusting the contextual correlation between two co-occurring named-entities in tweets based on the semantic relations between them, Semantically-adjusted Relations Model. In the following subsections we describe both enrichment models and the motivation behind them.

4.1. Conceptually-enriched Adaptation Model

In Section 3 we showed our proposed method to adapt sentiment lexicons based on the contextual sentiment of terms in a given collection of tweets. However, relying on the context only for detecting terms’ sentiment might be insufficient. This is because the sentiment of a term may be conveyed via its conceptual semantics rather than by its context [5]. In the example in Figure 2, the context of the word “Ebola” in “Ebola continues spreading in Africa!” does not indicate a clear sentiment for the word. However, “Ebola” is associated with the semantic type (concept) “Virus/Disease”, which suggests that the sentiment of “Ebola” is likely to be negative.

In order to address to above issue, we propose enriching the context-based lexicon adaptation model with the conceptual semantics of words in tweets. To this end, we add two additional steps to our original pipeline (Fig-
1. Conceptual semantic extraction: This step extracts the named entities that appear in a tweet collection (e.g., “Obama”, “Illinois”, “NBC”) along with their associated semantic types (“Person”, “City”, “Company”) and their semantic subtypes (e.g., “Politician”, “US County”, “TV Network”). To this end, we use the semantic extraction tool AlchemyAPI due to its accuracy and high coverage of semantic types and subtypes.

2. Conceptual semantic enrichment: This step incorporates the conceptual semantics extracted from the previous step into the extraction process of the terms’ contextual sentiment. To this end, the entities’ semantic subtypes are first added as additional unigrams to the tweets in which the entities occur. After that, the enriched Twitter dataset is passed to the contextual sentiment extraction step, as depicted in Figure 1:b. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the context of a term \( t \) in the latter step, is represented as a vector \( \vec{c} = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_n) \) of terms that occur with \( t \) in a given tweet collection.

Using the semantically enriched Twitter dataset to construct the context vector \( \vec{c} \) results in extending \( \vec{c} \) with the semantic subtypes \( \vec{s} = (s_1, s_2, ..., s_m) \) of named entities \( \vec{e} = (e_1, e_2, ..., e_m) \) that occur with \( t \) in the tweet collection as:

\[
\vec{c}'_t = \vec{c} + \vec{s} = (c_1, c_2, ..., c_n, s_1, s_2, ..., s_m) \quad (3)
\]

where \( \vec{c}'_t \) is the new semantically-enriched contextual vector of \( t \), which will be subsequently used instead of \( \vec{c} \) to extract the overall contextual sentiment of \( t \).

Note that we currently rely only on the entities’ semantic subtypes for the semantic enrichment phase, excluding the semantic types. Unlike semantic types, semantic subtypes capture more fine-grained knowledge about the entity (e.g., “Obama” > “Politician”).

4.2. Semantically-adjusted Relations Model

Using the distributional semantic hypothesis, our context-based approach assigns a stronger relation to words that tend to co-occur more frequently in same context. However the document collection may represent only a partial view of the contexts in which two words my co-occur together. For example, in the GASP Twitter dataset around the dialogue for earth gas prices[33], the entities Barack Obama and Texas tend to appear together and therefore have a strong contextual relation. However, these two entities are related within a high number of different contexts. Figure 3 shows a small sample of the different semantic contexts that link the two previous entities. These contexts include Barack Obama’s birth place, his candidatures and his duties as president.

To capture the variety of contexts in which two terms can potentially appear together we compute the number of relations between these two terms in DBPedia by using the approach proposed by Pirro [23]. Our assumption is that the strength of the contextual relation between two terms, captured by their co-occurrence within the document collection, should be modified according to the number of contexts in which these terms can potentially appear together. The smaller the number of contexts, the stronger the contextual relation should be.

Based on the above assumption we propose adjusting the strength of the contextual relations between terms, captured by the context-based model, by using the semantic relations between them. To this end, we add two additional steps to the original pipeline (see Figure 1:c): semantic relation extraction and semantic relation adjustment. These two steps are further described below.

1. Semantic relation extraction: This step extracts the sets of semantic relations for every pair of named entities co-occurring together in the tweets. For the purpose of our study we extract semantic relations using the approach proposed by Pirro [23] over DBPedia, since DBPedia is a large generic knowledge graph which captures a high variety of relations between terms. To extract the set of relations between two name entities this approach takes as input the identifiers (i.e., URIs) of the source entity \( e_s \), the target entity \( e_t \) and an integer value \( K \) that determines the maximum path length of the relations between the two named entities. The output is a set of SPARQL queries that enable the retrieval of paths of length at most \( K \) connecting \( e_s \) and \( e_t \). Note that in order to extract all the paths, all the combinations of ingoing/outgoing edges must be considered. Following our previous example, if we were interested

\[\text{www.alchemyapi.com}\]
in finding paths of length $K \leq 2$ connecting $e_s = Obama$ and $e_t = Texas$ our approach will consider the following set of SPARQL queries:

1. **Semantic relation adjustment**: Now we have for every pair of named entities $(e_s, e_t)$ co-occurring together in the tweets, a set $R(e_s,e_t) = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_N\}$ of paths of size $N$, representing the semantic relations between $e_s$ and $e_t$.

   As mentioned earlier, our goal behind enriching the context-based model with semantic relations is to adjust the strength of the contextual relation between $e_s$ and $e_t$ based on the number of semantic relations (paths) between them. To this end, we construct the SentiCircle $S_{e_s}$ of the source entity $e_s$, as depicted in Figure 4. Since both entities co-occur together in tweets, the target entity $e_t$ is positioned in the SentiCircle $S_{e_s}$ with a radius $r_t$ representing the strength of the contextual relation between $e_s$ and $e_t$, as described in Section 3.1. Therefore, the task of adjusting the contextual relations between $e_s$ and $e_t$ breaks down into altering the value of $r_t$ as follows:

$$r_t' = r_t + \frac{N}{M}(1 - r_t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $N$ is the number of the semantic paths between $e_s$ and $e_t$ extracted in the previous step, $M$ is the maximum number of paths extracted for a pair of entities in the Twitter dataset, and $r_t'$ is the new radius of entity $e_t$ after adjustment.

As can be noted, the above equation modifies the value of $r_t$ based on the number of paths between $e_s$ and $e_t$. The smaller the number of paths is, the stronger the contextual relation should be, and thereby the higher the value of $r_t'$ is.

Note that the enrichment by semantic relations in this model is done in two iterations of the adaptation process. Specifically, in the first iteration the sentiment lexicon is adapted using the original context-based model (Figure 1:a). In the second iteration the semantically-adjusted relation model is applied on the adapted lexicon, where the semantic-relation adjustment takes place. Adapta-
tion in the first iteration allows us to capture the contextual relations of entities within tweets and assign them a sentiment value. Note that sentiment lexicons are generic and most of the tweet entities (e.g., Obama, Texas) will not appear in these lexicons. By relying on one iteration of adaptation only, an entity will have little impact on the contextual sentiment of other entities since entities don’t generally have any initial sentiment score within the lexicon to be adapted. Hence, a second iteration of adaptation is required in order to detect the sentiment of entities that do not occur in the lexicon, and maximise the impact of the semantic relation adjustment in our models.

5. Experimental Setup

In this section we present the experimental set up used to assess our proposed lexicon adaptation models, the context-based adaptation model (Section 3) and the semantic adaptation models (Section 4). This setup requires the selection of: (i) the sentiment lexicon to be adapted, (ii) the context (Twitter datasets) for which the lexicon will be adapted, (iii) the baseline models for cross-comparison, (iv) the different configurations for adapting the lexicon and, (iv) the semantic information used for the semantic adaptation models. All these elements will be explained in the following subsections. We evaluate the effectiveness of our method by using the adapted lexicons to perform tweet-level sentiment detection, i.e., detect the overall sentiment polarity (positive, negative) of tweets messages.

5.1. Sentiment Lexicon

For the evaluation we choose to adapt the state-of-the-art sentiment lexicon for social media; Thelwall-Lexicon [34,35]. Thelwall-Lexicon is a general purpose sentiment lexicon specifically designed to function on social media data. It consists of 2546 terms coupled with values between -5 (very negative) and +5 (very positive), defining their sentiment orientation and strength. Terms in the lexicon are grouped into three subsets of 1919 negative terms ($\text{prior}_t \in [-2,-5]$), 398 positive terms ($\text{prior}_t \in [2,5]$) and 229 neutral terms ($\text{prior}_t \in [-1,1]$). Based on the aforementioned specifications, the parameters in our proposed adaptation method (Section 3.2) are set as: $|\lambda| = 5$, $|\delta| = 1$, $|\theta| = 3$ and $|\alpha| = 1$. Thelwall-lexicon was selected for this evaluation because, to the best of our knowledge, and according to existing literature [21][12][34][35], it is currently one of the best performing lexicons for computing sentiment in social media data.

5.2. Evaluation Datasets

To assess the performance of our lexicon adaptation method we require the use of datasets annotated with sentiment labels. For this work we selected three evaluation datasets often used in the literature of sentiment analysis (SemEval, WAB and GASP) [26]. These datasets differ in their sizes and topical focus. Numbers of positive and negative tweets within these datasets are summarised in Table 2.

5.3. Evaluation Baseline

As discussed in Section 2, several methods have been proposed for context-based sentiment lexicon bootstrapping and/or adaptation. In this paper we compare our adaptation models against the semantic orientation by association approach (SO) [37], due to its effectiveness and simple implementation. To generate a sentiment lexicon, this approach starts with a balanced set of 14 positive and negative paradigm words (e.g., good, nice, nasty, poor). After that, it bootstraps this set by adding words in a given corpus that are statistically correlated with any of the seed words. The new words added to the lexicon have positive orientation if they have a stronger degree of association to positive words in the initial set than to negative ones, and vice-versa. Statistical correlation between words is measured using the pointwise mutual information (PMI). From now on we refer to this approach shortly as the SO-PMI method.

We apply the SO-PMI method to adapt Thelwall-Lexicon to each of the three datasets in our study in the same manner as described above. Specifically, given a twitter dataset we compute the pointwise mutual information between each opinionated term $t$ in Thelwall-Lexicon and each word $w$ that co-occur with $t$ in the twitter dataset as follows:

$$PMI(t, w) = \log \left( \frac{p(t, w)}{p(t)p(w)} \right) \quad (5)$$

After that, we assign $w$ the sentiment orientation (SO) of the term in Thelwall-Lexicon ($L$) that have the highest PMI with $w$ as:

$$SO(w) = SO \left( \arg \max_{t \in L} PMI(t, w) \right) \quad (6)$$

Note that in addition to the lexicons adapted by the SO-PMI method, we also compare our proposed approaches against the original Thelwall-Lexicon without any adaptation.
5.4. Configurations of the Lexicon Adaptation Models

We test our context-based adaptation model and the two semantic adaptations model under three different configurations. We use terms from the running example in Figure 2 to illustrate the impact of each adaptation model:

1. **Lexicon Update (LU):** The lexicon is adapted only by updating the prior sentiment of existing terms. In our running example, the prior sentiment of the pre-existing word “Great” in Thelwall-Lexicon (i.e., $prior_{great}=+3$) will be updated based on the words’ contextual sentiment (i.e., $contextual_{great} = -4$) to -1.

2. **Lexicon Expand (LE):** The lexicon is adapted only by adding new opinionated terms. Here new words, such as “Tragedy” and “Ebola”, along with their contextual sentiment, will be added to the lexicon.

3. **Lexicon Update and Expand (LUE):** The lexicon is adapted by adding new opinionated terms (“Tragedy” and “Ebola”) and by updating the prior sentiment of existing terms (“Great”).

5.5. Extracted Semantics

We use AlchemyAPI to extract the conceptual semantics of named entities from the three evaluation datasets (Section 4.1). Table 3 lists the total number of entities extracted and the number of semantic types and subtypes mapped against them for each dataset. Table 4 shows the top 10 frequent semantic subtypes under each dataset. As mentioned in Section 4.1, we only use the entities’ semantic subtypes for our semantic enrichment, mainly due to their stronger representation and distinguishing power than general higher level types (e.g., “Person”). Table 5 shows the number of semantic relations extracted between the entities of each dataset. This table also includes the minimum, maximum and average path length among all the extracted relations. A maximum path length of 3 was considered for our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>#Negative</th>
<th>#Positive</th>
<th>#Unigrams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SemEval Dataset (SemEval) [20]</td>
<td>7520</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>5342</td>
<td>22340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dialogue Earth Weather Dataset (WAB) [33]</td>
<td>5482</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>2905</td>
<td>10917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dialogue Earth Gas Prices Dataset (GASP) [33]</td>
<td>6032</td>
<td>4999</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>12868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Twitter datasets used for evaluation. Details on how these datasets were constructed and annotated are provided in [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SemEval</th>
<th>WAB</th>
<th>GASP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Entities</td>
<td>2824</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Semantic Types (Concepts)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Semantic Subtypes</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Unique Entity/Types/Subtypes for SemEval, WAB, and GASP datasets

6. Evaluation Results

In this section, we report the results obtained from using the different adaptations of Thelwall-Lexicon to compute tweet-level sentiment detection. To compute sentiment, we use the approach proposed by Thelwall [35], where a tweet is considered positive if its aggregated positive sentiment strength (i.e., the sentiment strength obtained by considering the sentiment weights of all words in the tweet) is 1.5 times higher than the aggregated negative one, and vice versa. Our baselines for comparison are the original version of Thelwall-Lexicon and the version adapted by the SOPMI method.

Results in all experiments are computed using 10-fold cross validation over 30 runs of different random splits of the data to test their significance. The null hypothesis to be tested is that for a given dataset, the baseline lexicons and the lexicons adapted by our models will have the same performance. We test this hypothesis using the **Paired T-Test** since it determines the mean of the changes in performance, and reports whether this mean of the differences is statistically significant. Specifically, we perform a pair-wise comparison of the distributions of Precision, Recall, and F1-Measure resulted from each baseline lexicon against the distributions obtained from the lexicons adapted by each of our three adaptation models. Additionally, since we use the three proposed adaptation models under three adaptation settings (Update, Expand, Update & Expand), we also test the aforementioned hypothesis for every model-setting pair. **P values** are corrected for multiple hypothesis testing by using the Bonferroni correction [32]. This correction sets the significance cut-off at $\alpha/n$, where $n$ is the number of tests and $\alpha$ is set to 0.05. Considering that we have three models and three
adaptation settings we have a total of 9 tests. Therefore the corrected $\alpha = 0.0055$.

The evaluation presented in the subsequent sections consists of 5 main phases:

1. Measure the performance of our context-based adaptation model using the three evaluation datasets and the three adaptation settings (Section 6.1).
2. Evaluate the performance of the conceptually-enriched adaptation model and report the evaluation results averaged across the three datasets (Section 6.2).
3. Test the performance of the semantically-adjusted relations model on the three evaluation datasets (Section 6.3).
4. Conduct a statistical analysis on the impact of our adaptation models on Thelwall-Lexicon (Section 6.5).
5. Study the effect of the sentiment class distribution on the performance of our adaptation models (Section 6.6).

### 6.1. Results of Context-based Lexicon Adaptation

The first task in our evaluation is to assess the effectiveness of our context-based adaptation model. Table 6 shows the results of binary sentiment detection of tweets performed on the three evaluation datasets using (i) the original Thelwall-Lexicon (*Original*), (ii) Thelwall-Lexicon adapted by the PMI method (*SO-PMI*), (iii) Thelwall-Lexicon adapted under the update setting (LU), (iv) Thelwall-Lexicon adapted under the expand setting (LE), and (v) Thelwall-Lexicon adapted under the update and expand setting (LUE). The table reports accuracy and three sets of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-measure (F1), one for positive sentiment identification, one for negative sentiment identification, and the third showing the average of the two. Statistical significance over the results reported in Table 6 is computed by comparing the P, R, and F1 distributions obtained by: (i) the Original Lexicon and, (ii) the SO-PMI lexicon against the distributions that resulted from using the LU, LE, and LUE adapted lexicons. Statistical significance is reported as well per dataset. As shown in Tables 7 and 8. It can be noted that all results are statistically significant ($\rho < 0.0055$).

From Table 6 we notice that in the case of the SemEval and GASP datasets the LU and LUE lexicons outperform the original lexicon in all the average measures by up to 6.5%. For example, LU and LUE on SemEval improve the performance upon the original lexicon by at least 6.3% in accuracy and 5.1% in average F1 ($\rho < 0.0055$). Similarly, the improvement of LU and LUE on GASP reaches 5% and 4.6% in accuracy and F1 comparing to the original lexicon. Adapting lexicons by expanding terms only (LE) does not have much impact on the sentiment detection performance.

Compared to the state-of-the-art SO-PMI method, we notice a similar performance trend for all the lexicons. In particular, the SO-PMI lexicon outperforms the original lexicon on both, the SemEval and GASP datasets by up to 2.8% in accuracy and 2.5% in average F1. However, both the LU and LUE lexicons outrun the SO-PMI lexicon by 3.9% in accuracy and 3.3% in average F1. The LE lexicon, on the other hand, gives on average 1.7% and 1.5% lower performance in accuracy and F1 than the SO-PMI, respectively.

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>numRelations</th>
<th>minPath</th>
<th>maxPath</th>
<th>AveragePath</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SemEval</td>
<td>1,011,422</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>811,741</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAB</td>
<td>796,021</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Amount of relations and path lengths extracted for each dataset.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Subtype</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV Actor</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>AdministrativeDivision</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>AwardWinner</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AwardWinner</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>GovernmentalJurisdiction</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Politician</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MusicalArtist</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Celebrity</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filmactor</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>PlaceWithneighborhoods</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athlete</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>PoliticalDistrict</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>AdministrativeDivision</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>Sportsteam</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>GovernmentalJurisdiction</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GovernmentalJurisdiction</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>FieldofStudy</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>PlaceWithneighborhoods</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footballplayer</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>Invention</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Musicalartist</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrity</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>MusicalArtist</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>AutomobileCompany</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AwardNominee</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>VentureFundedCompany</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>BroadcastArtist</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the case of the WAB dataset, the highest sentiment detection performance (79.24% in accuracy and 79.16% in average F1) is obtained using the original lexicon. In this case, the context-based adaptation model has a modest impact. Only the LU lexicon on WAB gives a 0.2% better precision than the original lexicon. Compared to SO-PMI, our adaptation model gives a comparable performance, except for the case of the LE lexicon, where the performance improves by 0.3% in average F1.

Overall, the average performance across the three datasets shows that the improvement of the adapted LU and LUE lexicons over the original lexicon and the SO-PMI lexicon reaches 3.9% and 2.9% in accuracy, and 3.2% and 2.4% in F1 respectively. On the other hand, the LE lexicon gives negligible performance improvements over the original lexicon, and a slightly lower performance than SO-PMI by 0.9% in accuracy and 0.6% in F1.

The variation in the performance of our adapted lexicons through the three datasets might be due to their different sentiment class distribution. According to Table 2 the class distribution in SemEval and GASP is highly skewed towards the positive and negative classes respectively. On the other hand, the WAB dataset is the most balanced dataset amongst the three. The impact of such skewness on sentiment detection is investigated further in Section 6.6.

### Table 6
Results obtained from adapting Thelwall-Lexicon on three datasets using the context-based adaptation model. **Bold=**highest performance. LU=Lexicon Update, LE=Lexicon Expand, and LUE=Lexicon Update and Expand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Negative Sentiment</th>
<th>Positive Sentiment</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SemEval</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>71.85</td>
<td>50.84</td>
<td>85.17</td>
<td>63.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>53.19</td>
<td>82.37</td>
<td>64.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td><strong>76.9</strong></td>
<td>57.35</td>
<td>79.02</td>
<td><strong>66.46</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>72.14</td>
<td>51.16</td>
<td>83.79</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUE</td>
<td>76.66</td>
<td>57.07</td>
<td>78.42</td>
<td>66.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WAB</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td><strong>79.24</strong></td>
<td>77.96</td>
<td>77.84</td>
<td>77.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>80.49</td>
<td>73.15</td>
<td>76.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>81.05</td>
<td>72.53</td>
<td>76.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>79.15</td>
<td>78.03</td>
<td>77.45</td>
<td>77.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUE</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>80.87</td>
<td>72.49</td>
<td>76.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GASP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>69.38</td>
<td>86.89</td>
<td>74.25</td>
<td>80.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>69.69</td>
<td>86.73</td>
<td>74.89</td>
<td>80.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td><strong>73.01</strong></td>
<td>87.46</td>
<td>78.72</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>74.01</td>
<td>79.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUE</td>
<td>72.99</td>
<td>87.44</td>
<td>78.72</td>
<td>82.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>73.49</td>
<td>71.90</td>
<td>79.09</td>
<td>73.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>74.21</td>
<td>71.47</td>
<td>76.50</td>
<td>73.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td><strong>76.34</strong></td>
<td>75.29</td>
<td>76.76</td>
<td>75.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>73.50</td>
<td>72.03</td>
<td>78.42</td>
<td>73.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUE</td>
<td>76.22</td>
<td>75.13</td>
<td>76.54</td>
<td>75.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7
\(p\)-values of the contextually-adapted lexicons vs the Original lexicon

### Table 8
\(p\)-values of contextually-adapted lexicons vs the SO-PMI lexicon. **Bold=**insignificant \(p\)-values
6.2. Results of the Conceptually-enriched Adaptation Model

The second evaluation task in this paper is to assess the effectiveness of our conceptually-enriched model in adapting sentiment lexicons (Section 4.1). Table 9 shows the average results across the three datasets considering the three different settings of lexicon adaptation: update, expand, and update and expand. We refer to adapted lexicons by the conceptually-enriched model under these settings as SLU, SLE, and SLUE to differentiate them from the lexicons adapted by the context-based model. Note that here we do not discuss the results of the semantic model on each dataset to avoid repetition, as the performance trend of the semantic model on each of the datasets is very similar to the one reported for the context-based model. For the complete list of results we refer the reader to Table 16 in Appendix A. All results in average P, R and F1 measures are statistically significance with \( \rho < 0.0055 \). \( \rho \)-values are reported in Table 10. Note that, for simplicity, the \( \rho \)-values displayed in this table are computed by combining the significance scores across three datasets using the *Sum of Logs method* (aka Fisher’s method) [3].

As we can see in the Table 9, the original lexicon gives the lowest performance in all measures in comparison with the SO-PMI lexicon and the conceptually adapted lexicons, SLU, SLE and SLUE. In particular, the SLU lexicon achieves the highest performance among all other lexicons, outperforming the original lexicon by 4.1% in accuracy and 3.3% in average F1. The SLUE lexicon comes next with quite close performance to the SLU lexicon; SLUE produces 4.0% and 3.2% higher accuracy and F1 than the original lexicon respectively. The SLE lexicon comes third with marginal impact on sentiment detection performance.

Compared to the SO-PMI lexicon, a similar performance trend of our conceptually-adapted lexicons can be observed. Specifically, both, SLU and SLE outperform SO-PMI by up to 2.96% in accuracy and 2.6% in average F1. On the other hand, the SLE lexicon produces lower performance than the SO-PMI lexicon by 0.56% and 0.43% in accuracy and average F1 respectively.

6.3. Results of the Semantically-adjusted Relations Model

The third step in our evaluation is to test the performance of the adapted lexicons by the semantically-adjusted relations model (Section 4.2). The lower part of Table 9 lists the average results across the three datasets for the adapted lexicon under the update setting (SRU), the expand setting (SRE), and the update and expand setting (SRUE). For the complete list of results we refer the reader to Table 17 in Appendix A. Results reported in this section are statistically significance with \( \rho < 0.0055 \) as shown in Table 11.

According to these results in Table 9, we notice that the three semantically adapted lexicons SRU, SRE and SRUE outperform both, the original lexicon and the SO-PMI lexicon by a large margin. In particular, the lexicon adapted under the expand setting, SRE outperform both baseline lexicons by up to 4.3% in accuracy and 3.2% in average F1. The SRU and the SRUE lexicons come next by a performance that is 3.6% and 2.2% higher in accuracy and F1 than the baselines.

6.4. Context-based Adaptation vs. Semantic-based Adaptation

In the previous sections we showed that lexicons adapted by our context-based model, as well as both semantically-enriched models, outperform both, the original lexicon and the SO-PMI lexicon in most evaluation scenarios.

In this section we investigate how the conceptually-enriched model and the semantically-adjusted relations model perform in comparison with the original context-based adaptation model. Such comparison allows us to understand and highlight the added value of using word semantics for sentiment lexicon adaptation. To this end, we compute the win/loss in accuracy, P, R and average F1 when using both semantic models for lexicon adaptation compared to the context-based model across the three datasets, as depicted in Figure 5.

The results show that the impact of the two semantic models varies across the three lexicon adaptation settings. \( \rho \)-values of the statistical significance of these results are reported in Table 12. All results in average P, R and F1 measures are statistically significance.

From Figure 5, we notice that under both, the *lexicon update setting* and the *lexicon update & expand setting* (Figures 5:a and 5:c) the conceptually-enriched model improves performance upon the context-based model in accuracy, P, and F1 by up to 0.27%, but only gives similar recall. On the other hand, the semantically-adjusted relations model always gives, under these settings, a lower performance on all measures compared to the context-based model.

A different performance trend can be noted for the *expand setting* (Figure 5:b). While the conceptually-enriched model does not show significant improvement over the context-based model, the semantically-
adjusted relation model boosts the performance substantially, with 4.12% and 3.12% gain in accuracy and F1 respectively.

Hence, we can notice that while both semantic enrichment models have a noticeable impact on the lexicon adaptation process, the conceptually-enriched model has a higher impact on tuning the sentiment of existing words in the lexicon (i.e., the update setting). On the other hand, the semantically-adjusted relations model is more useful in expanding the lexicon with new opinionated words (i.e., the expand setting). This is probably due to the mechanism in which each model functions. As described in Section 4, the enrichment with semantic concepts is done at the dataset level (Figure 1b) in the first iteration of the lexicon adaptation process. On the other hand, the enrichment with semantic relations is performed during the contextual-relation extraction phase in the second iteration of the lexicon adaptation process. This will be further discussed in Section 7.

### 6.5. Adaptation Impact on Thelwall-Lexicon

Applying our adaptation models to Thelwall-Lexicon results in substantial changes to the lexicon. Table 13 shows the average percentage of words across the three datasets that, either changed their sentiment polarity and strength, or were added to the lexicon, by both,
context-based adaptation model and the conceptually-enriched model.\footnote{Note that we do not report statistics for the semantically-adjusted relations model in Table 13, since they are similar to the ones of the conceptually-enriched model.}

On average only 5\% of the words in the datasets were found in the original lexicon. However, adapting the lexicon by either model resulted in 38\% of these words flipping their sentiment orientation and 60\% changing their sentiment strength while keeping their prior sentiment orientation. Only 1\% of the words that were found in Thelwall-Lexicon remained untouched. Also, 10\% and 4\% of previously unseen (hidden) words in the original lexicon were assigned positive and negative sentiment, and were added to the adapted lexicons accordingly. Adding semantic information helped detecting more words in the original lexicon as well as adding more positive and negative terms to the adapted lexicon. Table 14 shows an example of 10 semantic subtypes added to the Thelwall-Lexicon by our adaptation model.

### 6.6. Impact of Sentiment Class Distribution

In this section we analyse the impact of sentiment class distribution in the datasets on the performance of our adaptation models. To this end, we first balance the number of positive and negative tweets in the three datasets by mapping the size of the dominant sentiment class to the size of the minor sentiment class, as shown in Table 15. Once we have a balanced dataset with the same number of elements in the positive and negative classes we imbalance this dataset by fixing one class and reducing the number of elements in the other class by 10\% in each step (e.g., maintaining all elements of the positive class and reducing the elements of the negative class by 10\%, 20\%, 30\%, ...etc.). By performing this process we obtain 20 versions (folds) of the same dataset, from completely bal-
Fig. 6. Average F1 of applying the original and the adapted lexicons on 10 folds of tweets of (a) positively-skewed class distribution and (b) negatively-skewed class distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tweets</th>
<th>#Negative</th>
<th>#Positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SemEval [20]</td>
<td>4356</td>
<td>2178</td>
<td>2178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAB [33]</td>
<td>5154</td>
<td>2577</td>
<td>2577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP [33]</td>
<td>2066</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>1033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15
Number of positive and negative tweets in the balanced SemEval, WAB and GASP datasets.

anced, to completely skewed towards the positive class, to completely skewed towards the negative class. Figure 6 shows the average F1 of binary sentiment detection of applying the original Thelwall-Lexicon (F1-Original), the context-based adapted lexicon (F1-Context) and the semantically adapted lexicon by the conceptually-enriched model (F1-Semantic) on the 20 imbalanced folds of tweets. Note that the results here are averaged over the three datasets and the three adaptation settings.

Figure 6:(a) depicts the performance over the 10 positive-skewed tweet folds. Here we can see that the performance of all lexicons decreases by gradually lowering the number of negative tweets in the data (i.e., increasing the degree positive-skewness). However, we notice that lexicons adapted by both our proposed context-based and semantic adaptation models consistently outperform the original lexicon by 3% in average F1 in all degrees of positive class skewness.

Figure 6:(b) shows the performance over the 10 negatively-skewed folds. We notice that both adapted lexicons keep a 1% higher F1 on average than the original lexicon up to level where number of positive tweets is less than 40% (equals to 60% negative-skewness degree). After that level, all the three lexicons just give similar performance.

It is worth noting that all lexicons, including the original one, are more affected by the positive-skewness in the data than the negative-skewness. Lexicons applied on positively-skewed data give a 2.6% lower F1 on average than lexicons applied on negatively-skewed data. This might be due to imbalanced number of the opinionated words in Thelwall-Lexicon. As mentioned in Section 5.1, Thelwall-Lexicon has 79% more negative words than positive ones.

Overall, one can conclude that the sentiment class distribution clearly impacts the performance of the original lexicon as well as the adapted ones. The more skewed the distribution is (in either direction), the lower the performance is. Nevertheless, results show that lexicons adapted by our models are more tolerant to imbalanced sentiment distributions in the data than the original lexicon. In real life scenarios, imbalanced distributions of tweets’ sentiment are perhaps more likely to occur, and lexicon adaptation methods can therefore help enriching sentiment identification in such scenarios.

7. Discussion and Future Work

One of the most fascinating dimensions of social media is the way in which new topics and themes constantly emerge and dissipate. The ability of accurately identifying opinions and sentiment in this dynamic en-
environment is crucial to governments, organisations and business who want to profit from the users’ opinions expressed within this medium.

To this end, this paper proposed an approach for adapting general-purpose sentiment lexicons to particular domains or contexts. While our proposed approach is generic, this study focuses on Twitter. However, the use of contextual and semantic information may affect differently the adaptation of sentiment lexicons in different social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Tumblr), as well as conventional data sources (e.g., online forums, product reviews websites). Further work is therefore needed to study variances across these different types of social and conventional data.

Our selection of the approach to extract the words’ contextual sentiment, SentiCircles [27], is inspired by the scope of the provided information, since it does not only capture the words’ contextual sentiment orientation but also the words’ contextual sentiment strength, which enables a more fine-grained adaptation of the lexicons.

For our experiments we selected to use Thelwall-Lexicon[34] since it is one of the most popular lexicons for sentiment analysis for the social web. However, a more extensive experimentation is needed to assess whether sentiment lexicons of different characteristics may require different types of adaptation.

In our work we have used a third-party commercial tool (AlchemyAPI) to extract the semantic concepts and subtypes of words from tweets. As future work, we plan to experiment with other entity extraction tools, such as DBpedia Spotlight[^6] or TexRazor[^7] since we have observed that these tools provide more fine-grained subtypes for certain domains. Combining some of these tools may help us to achieve better coverage of semantic types and subtypes.

Similarly, the approach of Pirro [23] was used to extract semantic relations between every pair of entities within our datasets. Our assumption is that different relations reflect different contexts in which the two words can appear together. However, a better filtering and/or clustering of semantic relations may be needed to provide a more fine-grained identification of these contexts.

In our experiments, we have observed that the use of semantic information helps to improve lexicon adaptation performance (Section 6.4). However, results showed that enriching the adaptation process with semantic subtypes (i.e., the conceptually-enriched adaptation model) did not have much impact on the performance when expanding the lexicon with new opinionated terms. This is probably due to the type of sentiment assigned to the semantic subtypes during the enrichment process. Figure 7 shows the sentiment distribution of the semantic subtypes for the three evaluation datasets. According to this figure, we notice that, on average, 90% of the subtypes added to the lexicon were assigned neutral sentiment after adaptation, while only 9% and 1% of the added subtypes were assigned positive and negative sentiment respectively.

Unlike enrichment with semantic subtypes, the enrichment with semantically-adjusted relations was performed in two iterations of the lexicon adaptation process. The semantic relations between two entities were used to tune the strength of the entities’ contextual relations computed in the second iteration (Section 4.2). Such enrichment strategy has proven to enhance the lexicon adaptation performance, especially when expanding lexicons with new opinionated terms (Figure 5:b). As future work, we plan to investigate the case

[^6]: https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight
[^7]: https://www.textrazor.com/
of running the lexicon adaptation process for higher number of iterations, and study the impact of doing so on the lexicon’s performance as well as on the run-time complexity of our models.

Extracting semantic relations between a high number of entities via a SPARQL endpoint is a high-cost process. Specific details of the cost of extracting these relations are discussed in [23]. Our implementation uses multithreading, so that queries are sent in parallel to enhance the performance of the retrieval of relations. However, with an increase in maximum path length, the likelihood of a path existing between two entities increases, as well as the amount of existing paths. In our implementation, we consider a maximum path length of 3. Note that higher values of maximum path length come close to the diameter of the DBPedia graph itself and may lead to an explosion in the number of extracted relationships

Despite the cost of this step, it is important to consider that this process is computed once per dataset and that relations extracted between entities can be stored and reused when adapting lexicons to Twitter collections of similar topics.

For our evaluation we chose to compare lexicons adapted by our proposed models against the original Thelwall-Lexicon as well as the lexicon adapted by the state-of-the-art SO-PMI method. In our future work we also aim to investigate how our adapted lexicons perform when compared against lexicons generated from scratch by other existing methods. This will provide us with better insights on whether adapting lexicons is preferable, not only in terms of efficiency but also in terms of performance, on the situations for which one method may be better than the other one.

For a more qualitative and fine-grained evaluation we also plan a manual assessment of the updates and expansions generated by our methods, so that potential adaptation mistakes for individual terms can be detected and considered for a further enhancement of our approach. In addition, an detailed error analysis of the sentiment classification is also planned, so that potential error types can be identified, categorised and used to provide further improvements.

In summary, while there is still extensive room for future work, our experiments and results show how contextual and semantic information can be combined to successfully adapt generic-purpose sentiment lexicons to specific contexts, helping therefore to correctly identify the sentiment expressed by social media users. We hope that the presented study will serve as bases for future work within the community and enable further research into the semantic adaptation of sentiment lexicons for microblogs.

8. Conclusions

Although much research has been done on creating domain-specific sentiment lexicons, very little attention has been giving to the problem of lexicon adaptation in social media, and to the use of semantic information as a resource to perform such adaptations.

This paper proposed a general method to adapt sentiment lexicons based on contextual information, where the domain or context of adaptation is defined by a collection of posts. A semantic enrichment of this method is also proposed where conceptual semantics are used to better capture the context for which the lexicon is being adapted.

An evaluation of our proposed method was performed by adapting the state-of-the-art sentiment lexicon for the social web [34] to three different contexts (Twitter datasets) using various configurations of our proposed approach. Results showed that the adapted sentiment lexicons outperformed the baseline methods in average by 3.4% in accuracy and 2.8% in F1 measure, when used to compute tweet-level polarity detection with context-based adaptation. While enriching the adaptation process with words' semantic subtypes has modest impact on the lexicons' performance, enrichment based on the semantic relations between entities in tweets, yields in 4.12% and 3.12% gain in accuracy and F1 measure in comparison with context-based adaptation. Our results also showed that the lexicons adapted using our proposed method are more robust to imbalanced datasets.
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Appendix A

Table 16 and 17 lists the complete results of using the conceptually-enriched model and the semantically-adjusted relations models on the three evaluation datasets respectively.

---

8 The effective estimated diameter of DBPedia is 6.5082 edges. See http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/dbpedia-all
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Negative Sentiment</th>
<th>Positive Sentiment</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>56.31</td>
<td>79.35</td>
<td>65.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>79.24</td>
<td>71.87</td>
<td>80.48</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>81.13</td>
<td>72.45</td>
<td>76.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>81.05</td>
<td>72.34</td>
<td>76.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>73.03</td>
<td>87.47</td>
<td>78.74</td>
<td>82.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>73.04</td>
<td>87.48</td>
<td>78.73</td>
<td>82.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>78.95</td>
<td>84.20</td>
<td>77.02</td>
<td>73.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>76.42</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>73.49</td>
<td>71.90</td>
<td>79.09</td>
<td>73.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>74.21</td>
<td>73.47</td>
<td>76.80</td>
<td>73.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>76.47</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>73.78</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>77.02</td>
<td>73.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>76.42</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16
Results obtained from adapting Thelwall-Lexicon on three datasets using the conceptually-enriched adaptation model. Bold=highest performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Negative Sentiment</th>
<th>Positive Sentiment</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>79.24</td>
<td>77.96</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>80.49</td>
<td>73.15</td>
<td>76.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>79.13</td>
<td>81.13</td>
<td>72.45</td>
<td>76.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>73.74</td>
<td>77.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GASP</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>73.03</td>
<td>87.47</td>
<td>78.74</td>
<td>82.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>73.04</td>
<td>87.48</td>
<td>78.73</td>
<td>82.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>78.95</td>
<td>84.20</td>
<td>77.02</td>
<td>73.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>76.42</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>73.43</td>
<td>71.90</td>
<td>79.09</td>
<td>73.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SO-PMI</td>
<td>74.07</td>
<td>73.47</td>
<td>76.80</td>
<td>73.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLU</td>
<td>76.37</td>
<td>75.54</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>73.78</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>77.02</td>
<td>73.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SLE</td>
<td>76.42</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>75.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17
Results obtained from adapting Thelwall-Lexicon on three datasets using the semantically-adjusted relations model. Bold=highest performance.
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